The Honorable Camillo Noket  
President  
Third State Constitutional Convention  
Weno, Chuuk State, FM 96942  

Dear Mr. President:  

Your Committee on Style and Arrangement, to which was referred Committee Proposal No.3-08, entitled:  

“A COMMITTEE PROPOSAL amending Section 10 of Article VI of the State Constitution relating to the creation of departments of the Executive Branch of the State Government.”,  

begs leave to report as follows:  

I. RECOMMENDATION:  

Your Committee recommends passage in third and final reading by the Convention of Committee Proposal No. 3-08;CD2;COWD1, with the changes shown on the same, which is designated and attached hereto as Style and Arrangement Committee Draft One. It is also recommended that this report be also adopted as well.  

II. ANALYSIS:
A. **History.**

Committee Proposal No. 3-08, as amended by the Plenary and the Committee of the Whole and designate as CD2 and COWD1 came out from Delegate Proposal Nos. 3-08 and 3-30 incorporated into one. The intent of this proposal is such that the creation of those departments in the Executive Branch of the State Government by statute be based on the availability of resources both from within and without the state.

B. **Findings.**

Your Committee found it necessary that the subject proposal be rearranged to combine the two sentences into one to read better and clearer.

The phrase “the State of” is also being added to “Chuuk” to conform with the style in the rest of the Constitution where Chuuk is always referred to as the State of Chuuk.

Other minor changes are also proposed and shown on the proposal itself, as part of the action of your Committee on this subject proposal.

C. **Amendments.**

All of the foregoing and proposed amendments discussed above are clearly shown and identified in the attached proposal, which constitute the entire action of your Committee on this referenced proposal. It is now being submitted with the designated draft and Committee Proposal No. 3-08;CD2;COWD1;SAD1.

III. **CONCLUSION:**

Your Committee, therefore, recommends that the Convention pass this proposal in the attached version as CP No. 3-08;CD2;COWD1;SAD1, in third and final reading, together with this report.
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